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Priests for T<

N o School
On Fridays

Litur gists, Musicians Look to Future of Church Music

p<V" 1

the art of singing, techniques
for s i n g i n g and conducting
choirs, as well as repertory. The
same holds true for the organ
department which offers a variety of organ recitals for those
seriously interested in improving their skills.

(Continued from Page 1C)
some "does" seem more suitable
for worship.
When a s k e d by Father
Ehmann what he thought of
the possibility of experimenting
with electronic music such as
that of Varese or Cage for
church use, Dr.'Bichsel recalled that in Kansas City Archabbot Weakland recommended \
a work such as Stockhausen's
avant-garde "Benedicite" for a
chorus of speaking voices and
electronic sounds. He admitted,
however, that three basic types
of composition would probably
seem to offer a better working
solution for the present: one
possibly more in the jazz tradition, which would serve youthful congregations; another of a
more romantic kind for older
groups; and finally a cerebral,
exploratory type for the musically sophisticated worshippers.

m

Dr. Bichsel urged that musicians be encouraged by their
pastors to attend summer workshops in church music.^ Although
the Eastman School now only
offers one every three years,
numerous sessions are offered
by dioceses and colleges all over
the country. In this way there
is no need, he continued, for
the amateur not to keep workling regularly at his musical
knowledge and proficiency. It
would be good for the pastors
to pay the musician's expenses
for these workshops as a means
towards improving the calibre
of performance both of the
musician and his congregation.

A recently widened area in
which the professional music
school can be of assistance to
church music, Father Ehmann
indicated, is that of instrumental instruction.
Formerly certain instruments
were prohibited at liturgical
services, whereas now none
s e e m s to be excluded. This
opens up a need for instruction
in and composition for instruments other than organ. Drs.
Bichsel and Selhorst offered a
caution regarding the difference between the classical gui- formers. Because of this factor
tar as played by an artist such many young students see little
as Andres Segovia nd the mod- or no future ahead of them in
ern steel guitar with its 4 or, church music and so are not
5 amplifiers. The former seems entering the field. Commenting
to offer greater promise for on this. Dr. Bichsel stated that
liturgical use.
. the Eastman School prepares
professional musicians who exOne of the greatest problems pect and need gainful employwhich a school such as the East- ment. Because of this, he pointman continually confronts withi ed out, il is necessary that parits students was discussed \in ishes be prepared to pay orbold terms at the Kansas City ganists and choirmasters who
conference by Dennis Fitzpat- are professionally trained what
rick, a lecturer in Liturgy and| "fair Christian stewardship" deHymnody at DePaul University! serves. This too is a part of the
Adequate remuneration is sel- realistic view of the future
dom given to musicians for which is needed to solve the
"their ministry of music" by present crisis in church music.
the church; that is, one which
Opportunity for Diocesan
is commensurate with the long,
Musicians
professional preparation and
formation necessary for compe- .! It is not possible, of course,
tent artists, composers and per- for every parish to support a

full-time, professionally trained
musician. What can the Eastman School do, Father Ehmann
inquired, for the aspiring or
even incompetent church musician? How can it help to form
the taste and improve the performance in our churches? Regarding choral music, Dr. Selhorst mentioned the many regular events sponsored by the
Eastman School of Music which
are open to the public free of
charge.
/
The corcerts given by its
three groups — the Polyphonic
Choir, the Collegium Ensemble,
and the Eastman School Chorus
— provide ample opportunity
for church musicians to hear
good music. Much could be
learned at such concerts about

Such workshops, however, are
not geared to solve all of the
musical problems of a parish
organist or choirmaster. In fact
it would be unfortunate, Dr.
Selhorst claimed, if they were
regarded as a solution. Sometimes a continuing program is
necessary. The collegiate department of the Eastman School
has very high standards which
many local musicians would be
unable to meet. It is possible,
however, for those not wishing
or able to follow the collegiate
program to enroll in the Eastman's preparatory department.
This is open to applicants without academic requirements and
credits, and would be able to
give diocesan musicians private
study in voice or organ. They
should be encouraged to begin
such whenever they are not
properly equipped for their
church work.
Pastoral Formation
Since so much of the future
of church music depends on the
liturgical and musical awareness of pastors, the • discussion
between Father Ehmann and
the two professors inevitably
turned to the subject of the
musical formation of future
priests. Dr. Selhorst spoke of
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the knowledge explosion of our
day which effects the seminary
along with all other institutions
of higher learning. A seminarian^ he said, must know so
much more about theology and
scripture, about the arts and
sciences than in the past. If he
i s to become a good pastor,
preacher and administrator,- Dr.
Bichsel asked, how can you add
the burden of musical training
too?
.- .j,.

Jerusalem — (RNS)
Jordan's education ministry l i a s directed all private schools, most
of them maintained by Christian church groups, to close on
Fridays as well as on Sundays.
Friday is the traditional Moslem day of rest.
Public schools in Jordanian
Jerusalem will close on t h e same
day.
It was reported here t h a t the
ministry has also requested private schools staffed by n u n instructors to submit details on
their academic qualifications.

The solution will be found by
bffering in the seminary sufficient musical knowledge and ex- n ^
perience as will make the seminarians conscious of the musi- * * *
x-al demands of the liturgy. The
rest is a matter of making adequate provision for the correct
cultural formation of t a s t e
through an atmosphere of sympathy for and appreciation of
all the arts.
At the end of the interview,
Father Ehmann made the following, concluding statement:
"One thing shines out clearly
from the interview with these
two professors: that the Eastman School of Music is equipped and ready to serve the
major needs of Catholic church
musicians. It has a full scale
organ department and its choral
department gives great play to
the sacred repertory. I think
Dr. Solhorst*s reminder of the
great advantage offered by the
frequent concerts of c h o r a l
works open to the public should
b e widely publicized among our
own musicians. The music commission's projected bulletin. Renewal, will be helpful for that.
I n such c o n c e r t s , all of us,
priests and musicians, have a
wonderful opportunity to grow
i n knowledge of the repertory,
t o refine our tastes, to demonstrate the quality we should be
aiming for, and even perhaps
t o sharpen by observation our
perception of the way t o accompany and conduct a choir. It
seems to me that we have a big
task ahead to stimulate the interest and good will of our
musicians to the point where
they will be eager to use these
advantages to the full."
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•Completely AUTOMATIC
FURNACE HUMIDIFIER
In winter, your hearing plant causes air to act like a huge
sponge, soaking up mcristure from everything and everybody.
This thirsty air dries out nasal linings and throat, inviting
colds and croup . , . dries out furniture, carpets, fabrics,
making wall plaster crack, doors -warp, carpets wear out
sooner. You feel cold! You're also wasting fuel because you
turn up the thermostat unnecessarily high. Proper humidifiestion is not a luxury, but an absolute necessity for your
family's comfort!
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Once upon a time
ed to present to the
not only in matters of
details of its organize
aggiornamento, Vatic
overnight. Substantia
more than a little disl
Church. To them th'ir
The old comfortable,
order has vanished and
place is m a s s i v e cor
Some are no doubt a
with the checkerboard
syndrome. Everything n
black or white — the go<
wear the white hats a
bad guys wear^the blac
with the built in cons
that the white hats will
ably triumph.

This latter attitude
sents a singular immatu
at least an abysmal ignor
the world as it really i
not, we should add, the
why many others are b
conservative in their i
toward the c h a n g e s
Church. It is for one th
easy to change after a 1
of thinking and actinj
pretty much fixed mann<
is easily understandab
should be accepted by e
most liberal. There is a
inability on the part o
to distinguish the un
able, Divine elements
Church from the human
able elements.
I sometimes wonder
the hierarchy and thee
are able to do this iln a:
nltlve way, at least at ]
Finally there are many
nals who are conserval
cause they see the stall
the Rock of Peter as
shaken, and in their mli
simply cannot be.
Obviously priests have
sides in this matter t<
just about every clerical
ing is marked by a dis
of some point involving
vs. conservatives. No on<
off winner — rather eac
ly becomes more deeplj
in his own convictions,
sincerely think that it
cisely these discussioi
only among priests, but
the bishops and the lait
will eventually end tl
fusion.
A word about confus
we have to regard it a
thing evil? The word hai
gin in a Latin word
means to pour things t
"Trom this we might'
"•s^lmage of the baby pouri
and chocolate milk ii
soup. This would be a
rect image. Rather it
a chemist mixing chem
at least the outcome
happy. '

At the very beginninj
Book of Genesis we rea
creation of the heavens
earth. And the earth s
Sacred Writer was "ton
hu" — a shapeless :
chaos. In other words, tl
confusion, things were ;
ed together. Then coi
important line — the !
God hovered over the cl
gan to unfold it, give
and beauty and mean
order. So you see, the c
was merely a part of
cess of becoming.
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